The Equipment in this classroom is maintained by Classroom Support Services (CSS).

**Troubleshooting**

If volume is on but no sound, double check the amplifier on/off switch and cable connections. (If there is still no sound, laptop volume is the same knob as VHS.)

If the projector won’t display and is in the ON position, double check your wire connection and laptop mirroring. If it still does not work, contact CSS.

**Input Source Selection:**
- Change sources

**Laptop Input:**
- VGA Cord needed for display, and audio cable needed for sound.

**Audio Knobs:**
- Adjust volume with knobs as marked.

**Wireless Receiver:**
- Wireless microphone requires setup. Contact CSS for help.

**Projector ON/OFF**

**Smart Panel Volume Control**

**AUX Input:**
- RCA cables needed for video and audio display/sound.

**Amplifier ON/OFF**

**Laptop Shelf:**
- Pullout laptop shelf. Always lock drawer in open position when using.

**DVD Player:**
- Plays DVD and Audio CDs. Region 1 DVDs only.

**VHS Player**

**Attention:**
- For academic purposes only.
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VGA cables, audio cables, cored and wireless microphones, DVD and VHS remotes are available for checkout at CSS.

Laptop
1. Press “Projector on” button.
2. Plug VGA cables from laptop to laptop input VGA.
3. Plug audio cable from laptop to audio jack (above laptop input / VGA input) optional.
4. Turn on laptop.
5. Press Laptop button in Input Source Selection. (Source buttons only change after Projector on/off ready light turns green.)
6. You may need to mirror your laptop to display from computer. See settings on LAPTOP MIRRORING. (on the right).
7. Turn on audio amplifier (adjust volume with knob marked “VHS/SP” and “Master”) optional.
8. Turn off system and amplifier when finished.

DVD / VCR
1. Press “Projector on” button.
2. Turn on DVD or VCR player.
3. Press DVD or VCR button on panel. (Source buttons only change after Project on/off ready light turns green.)
4. Turn on Audio Amplifier (adjust volume with knob marked “VHS/SP” or “DVD/CD” or “Master”)
5. Play Video.
6. Turn off system and amplifier when finished.

Camcorder
1. Press “Projector on” button.
2. Plug RCA cables from camcorder to panel.
3. Press auxiliary video button.
4. Turn on camcorder.
5. Turn on audio amplifier (adjust volume with knob marked “VHS/SP” and “master”).

Wired Mic
1. Plug Mic cable in wired mic jack.
2. Turn on audio amplifier (adjust volume with knob marked “wired” and “master”).
3. Talk into mic (mic sometimes has an on/off switch).
4. Contact CSS for training.

Wireless Mic
1. Turn on wireless receiver.
2. Turn on portable mic transmitter
3. Turn on amplifier (adjust volume with knob marked “wireless” and “master”).
4. Talk into mic.
5. Contact CSS for training.
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